
MATRIX MONITOR
Friday September 3, 2021

Welcome to Next5’s weekly digest – emerging technology news and
analysis to keep you on your game and ready for what’s Next

This week’s Next5 Matrix Monitor features the latest on the tech industry’s push to
develop a digital “metaverse,” the U.K. government’s plan to relax privacy rules, AI

innovations in chip design, Google’s breakthroughs in image super-resolution, the rise
of neobanks, CRISPR experiments in space, self-driving box trucks, and TSMC’s plans

to increase chip prices.



DIGITALIZATION
→ Apple on Thursday, August 26, announced changes to its App Store regulations that
will allow software developers to tell customers how to pay for services outside of
Apple’s ecosystem, part of a proposed settlement of a class-action lawsuit. The shift will make
it easier for some apps to steer customers toward other forms of payment, rather than using the
App Store, where Apple charges a commission of up to 30%. The company will also establish a
$100M fund for small developers, which will benefit more than 99% of developers, according to
the plaintiffs. The potential deal is a partial concession to app makers, who have long wanted to
get customers to pay them directly for services rather than through Apple to avoid the
commission. The company previously prohibited developers from using information about
customers they obtained through Apple to inform them directly about other payment
options—the potential settlement removes that prohibition. #DIG WSJ

→ Mark Zuckerberg said the future of Facebook is a metaverse—a virtual environment
where you can be physically present to hang out, play games, work, and create. But he didn’t
coin the term. Tech companies ranging from Intel to Unity Software talked up the metaverse last
year. A virtual world featuring avatars, digital objects, and functioning economies is a world
where technology is all encompassing and not simply a discrete tool. So naturally, the world’s
largest technology companies want to play a role—preferably a leading one. While Facebook
sells virtual reality headsets, Microsoft sells augmented reality devices designed for business
use. And Apple is widely reported to be working on AR devices of its own. Nvidia’s vast library of
artificial intelligence chips and the software required to run them would also have a key place in
a so-called metaverse. Facebook gave an “open beta” test of its Horizon Workrooms last
week— essentially, a virtual reality workspace using its Oculus Quest headsets. #DIG WSJ

→ China’s hardware startups are
getting more venture capital funding
this year, helped by Beijing’s effort to
drive investments in strategically
important technology as well as its
crackdown on the internet sector.
Venture firms pumped $5.4B into
hardware startups such as chip
producers and robotics makers across
Greater China during the first half of the
year, according to a report by PitchBook.
That’s already surpassed the $5.1B
raised in total last year and is almost
quadruple the $1.4B total for 2016. This funding is likely to boost China’s efforts to drive
spending and research in key industries like cutting-edge chipmaking as the country seeks to
achieve tech self-sufficiency. China enshrined this ambition earlier this year in its latest five-year
economic blueprint, while one of President Xi Jinping’s most trusted aides has been tapped to
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lead the chip battle against the U.S. But new rules limiting the ability of firms to seek foreign
initial public offerings will fuel uncertainty. In the first half, there were about 99 VC exits,
compared with 216 deals last year. #DIG #CHN #USA #Geopolitics Bloomberg

→ The U.K. government plans to relax its privacy rules and strike new data transfer
agreements with the U.S. and other countries in a move to reform data regulations since
leaving the European Union last year. The U.K. government said the new privacy rules will be
innovation-friendly and allow for easier data-sharing while eliminating “box-ticking” measures
from the EU rules. Currently GDPR requires websites to display onerous banners asking for
consent to track visitors’ data. A revised approach to data sharing would help develop better
scientific and technology research, the U.K. proposal said, referring to the country’s public
healthcare database of hospital patients’ X-rays and images that helped researchers
understand disease and quickly develop treatment during the Covid-19 pandemic. But drastic
changes to the U.K.’s rules might not only jeopardize the EU data agreement. They might also
mean companies that operate in the EU and Britain would need to spend more time and money
to comply with both systems. #DIG #GBR WSJ

SATELLITES & NAVIGATION
→ Following the success of a joint pilot, Palantir is making an equity investment in
geospatial intelligence company BlackSky - which is completing a merger with SPAC
Osprey. Through the pilot project, BlackSky automatically delivered intelligence to Palantir
customers within minutes of collection, without any human interaction. The ability to quickly
deliver worldwide intelligence that can inform proactive strategic decision-making introduces a
significant advantage in time-sensitive operations. Additionally Palantir customers can directly
task satellites, further reducing decision-making timelines. To capitalize on these benefits,
BlackSky has also entered into a multi-year software subscription agreement with Palantir to
expand the delivery of high-resolution imagery and deep analytics to customers around the
world. A final approval vote for Osprey to combine with BlackSky will take place on September
8.  #SAT #USA BusinessWire

→ Blue Canyon Technologies selected ExoTerra Resources to provide electric
propulsion for DARPA’s Blackjack Phase 2 and Phase 3 satellites. Blue Canyon, a
Raytheon subsidiary, won a $14.1M DARPA contract in 2020 to manufacture four Blackjack
satellites, with options to build 16 additional small satellites for a LEO constellation to provide
communications, missile tracking, and navigation services. ExoTerra has not yet flight-proven its
Halo Hall-effect thruster, which fits in one-quarter of a cubesat—the company’s first thruster
flight is scheduled for March. ExoTerra is also preparing for a 2022 flight test of its own 12-unit
cubesat equipped with a compact, high-impulse solar electric propulsion module. NASA is
funding the cubesat flight through the Tipping Point program, which supports technologies for
sustained moon and Mars exploration. #SAT #AER #USA SpaceNews
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→ Virgin Orbit is one step closer to getting approval to launch satellites from Guam, a
U.S. island territory in the Western Pacific. The Federal Aviation Administration on Aug. 27
released its final environmental assessment that found “no significant impact” for Virgin Orbit to
conduct launches using its Boeing 747-400 carrier aircraft and LauncherOne rocket from
Andersen Air Force Base in Guam. According to the FAA's report, Virgin Orbit proposes to
conduct a maximum of 25 launches over the next five years to place small satellites into a
variety of low Earth orbits. According to the FAA, Virgin Orbit would perform integration, mating,
propellant loading operations, and takeoff and landing operations on Andersen Air Force Base.
#SAT #USA SpaceNews

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
→ Until now, chip design has been the domain of electrical engineers, but a recent
Google study could change that. It showed that the AI-created chip layout was “superior or
comparable to those produced by humans in all key metrics, including power consumption,
performance, and chip area.” Thanks to a machine-learning technique known as reinforcement
learning, AI completed the task in only six hours, compared with weeks by humans. The new
AI-powered approach has the potential to overhaul the way computer chips are made. Not only
will the use of AI downsize chip design teams, but it will also give an edge to companies that
employ these technologies. Therefore, it is almost certain that in the future we’ll see more
electronic circuits designed by AI. #AI #CHP #USA MarketWatch

→ Today’s virtual assistance voices, like Alexa or Siri, still lack the rhythms, intonation,
and other qualities that make speech sound human. NVIDIA has unveiled new research and
tools that can capture those natural speech qualities by letting you train the AI system with your
own voice. To improve its AI voice synthesis, NVIDIA’s text-to-speech research team developed
a model called RAD-TTS. The system allows an individual to train a text-to-speech model with
their own voice, including the pacing, tonality, timbre, and more. Another RAD-TTS feature is
voice conversion, which lets a user deliver one speaker’s words using another person’s voice.
Using this technology, NVIDIA’s researchers created more conversational-sounding voice
narration for its own I Am AI video series using synthesized rather than human voices. The aim
was to get the narration to match the tone and style of the videos, something that hasn’t been
done well in many AI narrated videos to date. #AI TechCrunch

→ In a post titled “High Fidelity Image Generation Using Diffusion Models” published on
the Google AI Blog, Google researchers shared new breakthroughs they’ve made in
image super-resolution. In image super-resolution, a machine learning model is trained to turn
a low-res photo into a detailed high-res photo. Potential applications of this range from restoring
old family photos to improving medical imaging. #AI PetaPixel
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NEXT GENERATION COMMUNICATIONS
→ Ericsson debuted three new radios that aim to address challenges with 5G
deployments in dense urban areas, by reducing installation time and the need for
multiple siting permits. Densely populated and urban environments are often the first places
where carriers build out coverage but can come with siting and installation hurdles as 5G and
small cells are deployed in large cities. The FCC in recent years approved orders to streamline
small cell deployments in part to help reduce the time it takes and to lower associated costs.
Ericsson said the suite of new units meet urban deployment challenges, including expanding 5G
capacity across low-, mid-, and high-band frequencies with sites that don’t mar the streetscape.
#5G #SWE #USA Fierce Wireless

→ One of the largest challenges with closing the gaps in coverage maps are constraints
on 5G transmissions. Because of the spectrum that 5G technology uses compared to 4G,
telecom operators need to install many times more towers to deliver the advertised bandwidth
with the same quality signal that users expect. But installing cell towers is a daunting and
repetitive proposition that requires finding the correct location, ensuring the location has power
and internet access, and negotiating a contract with the property owner. Sitenna wants to
radically speed up the process of selecting tower sites and securing contracts, creating a
marketplace for landlords, tower operators, and telcos alike. Over the past year, the company
has built out what is essentially a marketplace that on one hand helps property owners figure
out if they have an asset that’s worth investigating for telecom usage, and on the other, helps
tower operators select and digitally sign deals for installation. While the company is starting with
a marketplace, like many startups today, it is also augmenting that marketplace with tools for
telcos to manage the process of onboarding a new tower location and then managing the asset.
#5G Tech Crunch

→ As Hurricane Ida pummeled New Orleans, the city’s 911 emergency calling service,
served by AT&T, wasn’t working. The failure, rectified by Monday afternoon, is helping to fuel
calls for Washington regulators to demand greater resiliency for mobile phone networks in the
face of storms, fires, and other natural disasters. There is no requirement for cell sites to have
backup power. The industry has resisted efforts to make that mandatory, arguing that would be
burdensome, in part because it can be expensive to rent space for equipment and hard to get
permits to store fuel in some places. In decades past, telephones at the end of copper lines
could offer service, even during widespread electricity failures, if a nearby hub managed to have
power, perhaps from a generator. Now, mobile phones are ubiquitous and often serve as home
phones, leaving households vulnerable to outages. #5G Bloomberg

FINANCIAL TECHNOLOGY
→ Cryptocurrency companies want to tap into the Federal Reserve payments systems
that traditional banks use to move money around quickly. The companies include Avanti
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Bank, which aims to provide custody services for institutional investors in cryptocurrencies, and
Kraken, a cryptocurrency exchange platform. They say direct access to the Fed’s payment
systems would allow them to more quickly and cheaply process orders from customers buying
and selling digital assets. Currently, they must partner with traditional banks that have accounts
with the Fed. In response, traditional banks say the newer financial firms are supervised lightly
and lack the internal controls needed to ensure against money laundering and other illicit
activities—concerns that regulators have expressed about the crypto industry more broadly.
Avanti and Kraken, which both have “special purpose” bank charters in Wyoming, argue they
have all the same compliance, controls, and supervisory requirements of traditional banks.
Having their way on access to the Fed’s payment systems could encourage more firms to follow
their example, introducing more competition for banks. #FIN WSJ

→ Most neobanks are not technically banks—they offer debit cards and online banking
services through apps. The startups pride themselves on their speed: they typically deposit
paychecks a few days faster than large banks and, thanks to simpler identity checks, open
accounts in minutes. Unlike conventional banks, which also earn money on overdraft and other
fees, neobanks make most of their money from interchange fees on debit-card transactions.
The pandemic partly explains neobanks’ success. Lockdowns nudged customers to open online
bank accounts from home. And the fact that neobanks cashed stimulus checks swiftly probably
also helped. The underlying drivers of the boom, though, are long-standing. Many customers
have been poorly served by the financial system, if not shut out altogether. But despite recent
success, many neobanks have realized that, if they are to achieve sustained profitability, they
have to get into lending. Some firms are launching credit cards and other lending products,
venturing further into the terrain of conventional banks. Some might be swallowed up by the
incumbents. Others might even, eventually, seek charters of their own. #FIN The Economist

→ By May 2020, China had already filed more than 120 patent applications for its official
digital currency, more than any other country. According to the People’s Bank of China
(PBOC), the aim of rolling out the Digital Chinese Yuan (DCNY) was to protect its monetary
sovereignty after the popularity of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies posed a threat to China’s
capital account management. A centralized digital currency was also believed to help enhance
the efficiency of payments systems. Critics, however, argue that the DCNY is a tool for
increased government surveillance, and represents a move by the government to subvert the
U.S. dollar's primacy as the global reserve currency. While many countries were initially
skeptical of China’s plans to create a digital currency when it was first suggested in 2014, the
pace with which China has started to move with the DCNY has prompted many major
economies to start seriously considering their own response. China is the first major advanced
economy to start implementing a digital currency at any scale. And while it is some way off
before the DCNY could be used to subvert sanctions or to displace the U.S. dollar as the
international reserve currency, U.S. officials are redoubling efforts to investigate the potential
long-term effects it might have. #FIN #Geopolitics #CHN #USA Wired
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AEROSPACE & SPACE
→ The House Armed Services Committee approved a defense authorization bill
Wednesday that would establish a Space National Guard and promote commercial space
technology. The bill includes an amendment introduced by two Colorado congressmen creating
a Space National Guard as a reserve component of the Space Force. It also directs the Space
Force to first seek commercial alternatives that can be procured on the open market before
starting a new procurement in-house. Other space-related provisions range from
next-generation satellite communications to a report on Defense Department efforts to reduce
space debris. #AER #SAT #USA SpaceNews

→ NASA has cut a 10-cent check to space startup Lunar Outpost in the first-ever
payment to a company to mine the moon. The check, which was just 10 cents, or 10 percent
of Lunar Outpost's $1 bid, will go towards the company's efforts to collect lunar dust, or regolith,
for the agency, and sets a legal and procedural framework for similar transactions in the future.
Lunar Outpost has previously developed an air quality sensor to meet NASA's need to contain
hazardous moon dust. This work has led to a technology that senses pollutants on earth to
protect firefighters. Now, as part of this contract, the company will collect a small amount of
moon dust, verify the collection, and transfer the ownership of that lunar regolith. Space
resources will play a key role in NASA's Artemis program and the future of space exploration.
The ability to extract and use extra-terrestrial resources will ensure Artemis operations can be
conducted safely and sustainably in support of human exploration. #AER #USA Space

→ Small cracks have been discovered in the ISS’s Zarya module, according to a new
report. Vladimir Solovyov, chief engineer of Moscow-based company Energia, the prime
contractor for Russia's human spaceflight program, told Russia's state-owned RIA news agency
on Thursday, August 30, that superficial fissures were found on the Zarya module. He
emphasized the fissures will begin to spread over time. Solovyov did not say whether the
cracks, which were discovered by Russian cosmonauts, have caused any air to leak from Zarya
(Russian for "Dawn"), Reuters added. #AER #RUS Space

BIOTECHNOLOGY
→ The first CRISPR experiment to take place in space shows that DNA can repair itself in
microgravity. As part of the "Genes In Space-6" experiment, astronauts on board the ISS
created breaks in the DNA of a common yeast, and then analyzed how it repaired itself. During
the investigation, the yeast's DNA was cut across both strands to create significant damage. In
a recent paper published in the journal Plos One, researchers explained how the DNA was
restored to its original order. The introduction of CRISPR in space and the first successful
genome manipulation on the ISS extends the possibilities for future DNA repair experiments.
Having this technology available on the ISS means that scientists can analyze DNA that
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sustained damage while in space, rather than relying on samples being sent up to the station
that have been cut on Earth. #BIO #AER Space

→ Theranos’s collapse made it a cautionary tale about investors putting blind faith in
unproven biotechnologies and allowing self-mythologizing entrepreneurs to operate in a
culture of secrecy. The company claimed to have developed a proprietary blood-testing device
to accurately test for a range of health conditions using a few drops of blood from a finger prick.
U.S. prosecutors have charged Theranos founder Elizabeth Holmes with touting the technology
as a superior alternative to traditional laboratory blood draws while knowing it was unreliable
and performed only a limited number of tests. Venture capitalists and fund managers say the
glut of capital has intensified some of the perils that contributed to the Theranos disaster. A
frenetic race to get in on deals across all sectors of startups has emerged, often resulting in
founders getting uncontested control and leaving little room for investor diligence and discipline
around valuations. Such situations can create opportunities for companies to make exaggerated
claims about their technology and conceal mistakes. But investment in healthcare startups rose
51% last year to $48B, according to PitchBook Data. And it has already matched that record this
year as venture-backed companies pursue new treatments and aim to weed out inefficiencies in
the healthcare system. As Holmes goes to trial on charges of defrauding investors and patients,
health-tech investing is soaring, showing that the allure of startups building better healthcare
has only intensified in the years since the sector’s most prominent failure. #BIO WSJ

→ Researchers have figured out a way to greatly expand the genetic code, allowing
widespread incorporation of non-biological amino acids. They accomplish this by running a
second set of everything—proteins and RNAs—needed to translate the genetic code.
Non-canonical amino acids can serve a number of functions. They can act as labels so a
researcher’s particular protein of interest can more easily be tracked within cells. Also, they can
help regulate a protein’s function, allowing researchers to activate and inactivate it at a specific
time and place of their choosing and then observe the downstream effects. If enough of these
non-canonical amino acids are strung together, the resulting proteins would constitute an
entirely new class of biopolymers that might carry out functions that traditional proteins
cannot—for research, therapeutic, or other purposes. #BIO Ars Technica

→ While the rest of the world is trying to stamp out the Covid-19 Delta variant, British
researchers are making progress growing a controlled batch in a lab that they hope to
use to infect volunteers in studies. The effort marks a new phase in the U.K.’s human
challenge trials, the only Covid-19 studies in the world intentionally exposing participants to the
virus with the goal of developing new vaccines and treatments. U.S. government-funded
scientists are producing variants for research, but not for use in humans. Having a Delta version
of the virus approved for human use to test vaccines and treatments head-to-head could be a
boon, researchers and other study proponents say. But the challenge trials faced pushback from
some U.K. academics and foreign researchers, as well as from some government officials, who
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considered them unsafe or otherwise unethical, people involved in the process say. #BIO #GBR
#USA WSJ

GREEN TECHNOLOGY
→ Electric-vehicle startup Rivian Automotive said Friday, August 27, that it has submitted
paperwork with financial regulators for a proposed listing, joining a growing list of
battery-electric upstarts looking to tap the public markets. The startup has raised $10.5B
since 2019, as investors have grown more enthusiastic about battery-electric technology. In
filing for a traditional IPO, Rivian is taking a different path from many rival electric-vehicle
startups, a number of which went public within the last year through mergers with
special-purpose acquisition companies, or SPACs. The company plans to start producing its first
electric-pickup truck this year at a factory in Normal, Ill., followed by an SUV with branding
aimed at outdoor enthusiasts. Like Tesla, Rivian plans to sell its cars directly to consumers,
bypassing the longstanding dealership model. It also plans to build its own charging network
with 3,500 fast-chargers at 600 sites by 2023. And Amazon has agreed to purchase 100K of the
startup’s vehicles by the end of the decade. Wall Street’s zeal for electric vehicles has driven up
stock prices and valuations for other electric vehicle startups that have gone public within the
last year. #GRN WSJ

→ Dow Chief Executive Jim Fitterling says a proposed move to zero-carbon emission
electricity that he says could dramatically increase energy costs, especially if it restricts
natural gas use. Mr. Fitterling expressed his concerns in an interview this week as the White
House and Democrats seek to implement a clean energy standard in their proposed budget. He
warned about the potential consequences of any policy that would exclude natural gas from the
energy mix. Dow called the current debate in Washington over how to reduce carbon emissions
polarizing and not rooted in economic realities. The company supported the Biden
administration’s decision to rejoin the Paris climate agreement and has set a net-zero target for
its carbon emissions by 2050. But Mr. Fitterling said that as the U.S. moves to electrify a wider
swath of the economy, it needs to use not only wind and solar power, but nuclear sources and
natural gas coupled with carbon capture, a technology that captures emissions. Mr. Fitterling
said he drew a line at what he saw as proposals to phase out natural gas prematurely. #GRN
#USA #WSJ WSJ

→ U.S. climate envoy John Kerry held talks in Tokyo on Tuesday with Japanese Prime
Minister Yoshihide Suga on cooperation on carbon emissions and cutting support for
fossil fuels. The U.S. push comes in advance of the U.N. COP26 climate conference, which will
be held in Scotland in November. In April, Japan nearly doubled its target for emissions cuts by
2030 to a reduction of 46% in response to pressure from the U.S. and some of its own firms,
after pledging last year to attain carbon neutrality by 2050. Japan has come under pressure for
its continued support for coal, the dirtiest fossil fuel. It is the only G7 country building coal-fired
power stations as it struggles with the aftermath of the Fukushima nuclear disaster, which led to
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the shutdown of most of the country's reactors. In his later visit to China, Kerry will hope to build
on commitments secured during a visit in April that the country will work urgently to curb climate
change. Activists are watching for any new pledge on coal, with many hoping that Beijing will
stop financing overseas coal-fired power plants. #GRN USA #JPN #CHN Reuters

ADVANCED MANUFACTURING
→ Venture capitalists are backing a
new financial model: lease robots,
install and maintain them, charge
factories by the hour or month, and
cut the risk and initial costs. Better
technology and the need to pay higher
wages to humans have produced a
surge in sales of robots to big
companies all across America. But few
of these automations are making it into
smaller factories, which are wary of big
upfront costs and lacking robot
engineering talent. A confluence of cheaper and better robot computer vision and artificial
intelligence technology, low interest rates, and the threat of U.S.-China tensions on supply
chains are stoking interest in robot subscriptions. Tiger Global, the biggest funder of tech
startups this year, has backed three robot firms offering subscriptions in seven months—Rapid
Robotics, Locus Robotics, and Path Robotics. Bob Albert, whose family owns Polar Hardware
Manufacturing in Chicago, bought Formic’s pitch to pay less than $10 an hour for a robot,
compared with over $20 an hour for his average human worker. He watched as a robot arm
picked up a metal bar from a bin, spun around, and placed it in an older machine that bent it into
a 42-inch door handle. #MFG #USA Reuters

AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
→ Autonomous delivery startup Nuro said it would invest $40M to set up its first
manufacturing and testing facilities in the U.S., as it aims to ramp up the production of its
own self-driving vehicles. The two new facilities will be located in Southern Nevada. Nuro
vehicles are already making deliveries for U.S. supermarket operator Kroger and Domino's
Pizza in the Houston area. In June, the startup had teamed up with FedEx and signed a
multi-year agreement to test self-driving vehicles. Nuro, whose R2 unit has no pedals or
steering wheel and only room for packages, said in November it had raised $500M as demand
for online orders surged during the COVID-19 pandemic. #AUT #USA CNA

→ A robot, by Rugged Robotics, can autonomously mark fully coordinated designs
directly on concrete floors. The process, called field layout, is ordinarily done by people using
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tape measures, chalk lines, and surveying equipment to manually mark the location of walls and
mechanical systems. The Rugged Robotics pilot was conducted via construction company
Consigli, which is building the new headquarters for Sanofi, one of MA's largest life science
employers. Technologists have keyed in on the fact that productivity in construction has fallen in
half since the 1960s–the sector has not kept pace with innovation. The diesel-powered hydraulic

machines on most construction sites today remain
essentially unchanged from those rolling around
over the last several decades. As a result, there are
massive inefficiencies in the industry. According to
KPMG’s Global Construction Survey, just 25% of
projects came within 10% of their original
deadlines. When it comes to megaprojects, like
large infrastructure projects, McKinsey found that
98% are delayed or over budget, and 77% are
more than 40% behind schedule. Robots, drones,
and big data are considered key technology
categories to address these inefficiencies. #AUT
ZDNet

→ Gatik, a Silicon Valley startup that's
developing an autonomous fixed-route
robotic delivery service, secured its biggest
cash infusion to date with an $85M round led
by Koch Industries. The California-based
company, which already generates revenue
hauling consumer goods and groceries in robotic
trucks for Walmart in Arkansas and Louisiana
and for Canada’s Loblaw supermarkets in
Toronto, said it’s also expanding delivery
services for companies in Texas. The plan
includes operating autonomous 20- and 26-foot
box trucks out of facilities it’s setting up near the Fort Worth airport. Unlike competitors such as
TuSimple, which focuses on developing robotic semis for long-haul highway trucking, or startup
Nuro’s small, street-legal grocery and food delivery robots, Gatik’s focus is hauling goods for
businesses on repetitive, fixed routes, with little variation. Gatik is working with truckmaker Isuzu
to launch a line of commercial autonomous delivery vehicles by 2023 and intends to expand its
current 20-vehicle fleet to about 100 units by year’s end. The company has made significant
technological progress in the past year, to the point where it’s now operating some trucks in
Arkansas in fully driverless mode, with no human behind the wheel as a backup. #AUT #USA
Forbes
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SEMICONDUCTORS & CHIPS
→ TSMC plans to increase the prices of its most advanced chips by roughly 10%, while
less advanced chips used by customers like automakers will cost about 20% more. The
higher prices will generally take effect late this year or next year. They come in the wake of a
global semiconductor shortage that has affected Apple and most car makers. The increases
have a twofold purpose for TSMC as it addresses the shortage. In the short term, higher prices
push down demand and preserve supply for customers who have no other choice. Over the
longer term, the higher income will help TSMC invest aggressively in new capacity, according to
analysts. Andrew Lu, a semiconductor analyst at Sinolink Securities, said price increases would
preserve TSMC’s profit margins. He said the Taiwanese company had spent too much of its
huge capital budget on the most advanced chips, losing market share in less advanced chips.
The company’s market dominance gives it more pricing power than suppliers usually enjoy.
TSMC accounts for more than half of the global semiconductor foundry market by revenue,
according to Taiwanese research firm TrendForce, and it makes more than 90% of the world’s
most advanced chips. #CHP #TWN #SCRM WSJ

→ CFIUS is preparing to block China’s Wise Road Capital from acquiring Magnachip - a
South Korean chip manufacturer. CFIUS discovered this case through its non-notification
team which seeks to identify cases of national security interest that are not directly reported to
the organization. Instead, they discover them via press releases, commercial databases,
bankruptcy filings, financial publications, media outlets, etc. And given the importance of
semiconductors in the current geopolitical climate, CFIUS is expected to be watching
semiconductor transactions particularly closely. In the case of Magnachip, the Committee likely
concluded that the chip manufacturer has some capability - technology, IP, know-how - that is
currently beyond the capability of the Chinese and that this capability has some military or
national security application. #CHP #USA #CHN #Geopolitics #SCRM Winston

→ Google is developing its own chips for its notebook and tablet computers, the latest
sign that major tech players see in-house chip development as key to their
competitiveness. The U.S. internet giant plans to roll out its own CPUs for laptops and tablets,
which run on the company's Chrome operating system, in around 2023. They are based on the
chip blueprints of Arm, the Softbank-controlled U.K. chip company whose intellectual property is
used in more than 90% of the world's mobile devices. Google's growing focus on developing its
own chips comes as global rivals pursue a similar strategy to differentiate their offerings.
Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft, Tesla, Baidu and Alibaba are all racing to build their own
semiconductors to power their cloud services and electronic products. Developing chips
in-house is not an easy lift. Building chips requires massive investment and long-term
commitments, and all these new tech players building their own chips also need to fight for
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production capacity with existing top chip developers from Intel, Nvidia, Qualcomm and others.
#CHP #USA #GBR #CHN #SCRM #Geopolitics Nikkei

QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
→ Quantum computing and post-quantum cryptography concerns are moving more into
the mainstream of cryptographic discussions, particularly in areas concerned with
national defense. The National Security Agency (NSA) released a frequently asked questions
document on Quantum Computing and Post-Quantum Cryptography. The 8-page document
offers an overview of quantum computing, its relationship to cryptography, the Commercial
National Security Algorithm Suite, Commercial Solutions for Classified (CSfC) and National
Information Assurance Partnership (NIAP), and future algorithms and cryptography. #QNT
#USA The Quantum Daily

GEOPOLITICS
→ China is slow-rolling approval of its first foreign Covid-19 vaccine out of concern it
could undermine confidence in Chinese vaccines, delivering further evidence of the
tenacity of vaccine nationalism in the face of a resurgent pandemic. Chinese health
authorities worry that public doubts about Chinese vaccines stemming from approval of
Germany’s BioNTech (aka Pfizer) vaccine could disrupt the country’s plans to use the
homegrown shots to reach an ambitious vaccination goal before the end of the year. China was
expected to approve the vaccine, which is based on state-of-the-art mRNA technology, by July.
The state’s reluctance to approve the vaccine is tied to its strategy for controlling Covid-19. Xi
Jinping has ordered officials to fully vaccinate 1.1B people, or roughly 80% of the population, by
the end of October. #Geopolitics #BIO #CHN #DEU #USA WSJ

→ In a recently released annual assessment, Taiwan reported that China could “paralyze”
its defenses in a conflict, fueling calls on DC to defend the small island country. This
warning diverts from last year’s report in which Taiwan said China still lacked the capability to
launch an assault. While Beijing isn’t believed to possess the transport and logistical capacity
necessary for an invasion of Taiwan’s large and mountainous main island, the ministry
recommended monitoring Chinese efforts to expand training and preparations for complex
landing operations. China already has the ability to seize Taiwan’s surrounding islands, it said.
Policy makers in the U.S. and Japan have expressed growing concern about Taiwan’s
vulnerability to attack after decades of Chinese military investment and President Xi Jinping’s
efforts to ramp up pressure on the island’s government. The Communist Party views Taiwan as
part of its territory, even though it has never controlled it, and has threatened military force to
prevent the leadership in Taipei from moving toward formal independence. #TWN #CHN #USA
#CHN #TWN #Geopolitics Bloomberg
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CYBERSECURITY
→ Chris Inglis, the first US National Cyber Director, aims to prod agencies to better
protect critical infrastructure together, strengthen long-term resilience, and prioritize
cybersecurity in their budgets. His position, which Congress created in last year’s defense
policy bill, has few formal powers, but he’s responsible for reviewing agencies’ cyber budgets
and evaluating their spending decisions. Federal agencies sometimes neglect cyber spending,
seeing it as a distraction from other programs that directly support their missions. Inglis says he
thinks he can change that mindset by orchestrating speedy assistance from CISA  when
agencies get hacked. Inglis’ goal of what he calls “federal coherence” on cybersecurity will
require agencies to follow the same playbook. To achieve this, he will have to corral the dozens
of agency chief information officers and chief information security officers who oversee nearly
$100B in annual IT and cyber spending. Another task will be to ensure the federal government
takes a consistent approach to helping critical infrastructure operators prevent and respond to
attacks. #Cybersecurity #USA #CHN #RUS Politico

→ A meeting between President Biden and more than two dozen key leaders from a
variety of industries this week has bolstered plans to address rising cyber threats.
Leaders from the fields of tech, energy, insurance, and education attended the event
Wednesday, including the CEOs of Alphabet, Apple, Amazon, IBM, Microsoft, JPMorgan, and
Bank of America. Major topics of discussion during the nearly three-hour summit included
strengthening the cybersecurity workforce, preventing ransomware attacks, and ensuring that
technology companies have security features baked into their products. The companies did not
wait to take action, with many bringing a list of commitments. These included Microsoft investing
$20B in cybersecurity over the next five years and Google investing a further $10B on the issue.
Strengthening the cybersecurity workforce was also an area that received attention. IBM
pledged to train 150K individuals in cybersecurity skills over the next three years, Google set a
goal to enhance the skills of 10M Americans from basic to advanced by 2023, and Code.org
announced that it will work to teach cybersecurity concepts to 3M students over the next three
years. #Cybersecurity #USA The Hill

→ A recently disclosed flaw in chipsets from Taiwanese semiconductor company Realtek
is being targeted by a botnet based on the old IoT malware, Mirai. German security firm IoT
Inspector reports that the Realtek bug, tracked as CVE-2021-35395, affects over 200 Wi-Fi and
router products from 65 vendors, including Asus, Belkin, China Mobile, Compal, D-Link, LG,
Logitec, Netgear, ZTE, and Zyxel. The flaw is located in a Realtek software developer kit (SDK)
and is currently under attack from a group using a variant of the IoT malware, Mirai, which is
designed to function on devices with budget processors and little memory. Should an attack be
successful, it would give the attacker full control of the Wi-Fi module and root access to the
device's operating system. The attacks highlight vulnerabilities in the supply chain that U.S.
President Joe Biden hopes to patch new private sector commitments. This follows recent
cyberattacks on U.S. critical infrastructure, which have compromised top U.S. cybersecurity
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firms and classical critical infrastructure providers, such as east coast fuel distributor Colonial
Pipeline. #Cybersecurity #USA #DEU ZDNet

→ The cybersecurity company Volexity discovered a massive hack into Microsoft
Exchange — one of the most popular email software programs in the world. Officials
believe that the breach was in the service of China's AI ambitions. China's appetite for
America's private data has been one of the biggest open secrets of modern intelligence.
Intelligence officials estimate that China has now stolen all the personally identifiable information
of about 80% of Americans. Back in 2017, the Chinese Communist Party announced it would be
making the development of world-class AI a national priority. And to do that China made clear it
would focus on two things: developing computer scientists who can write algorithms, and
amassing information that world-class algorithms need to learn from. In 2017, Chinese scholars
were writing more research papers on AI than any other country in the world. So stealing
information from small- and medium-size businesses out in the American heartland doesn't
immediately suggest espionage. Instead, officials believe the Chinese gather this information to
help them construct the informational mosaic they need to build world-class AI. It explains their
tendency to gather and aggregate data and as much as possible and not discriminate where
that data comes from. #Cybersecurity #AI #USA #CHN NPR

SUPPLY CHAINS
→ Delays, product shortages, and rising costs continue to bedevil businesses large and
small. And consumers are confronted with an experience once rare in modern times: no stock
available, and no idea when it will come in. If the shortages persist well into next year, that could
advance rising prices on a range of commodities. As Americans enduring lockdowns filled
basements with treadmills and kitchens with mixers, they generated extra demand for
Chinese-made factory goods. At the same time, millions of shipping containers — the building
blocks of sea cargo — were scattered around the globe, used to deliver protective equipment
like face masks. The container shortages were exacerbated by delays in unloading cargo at
American ports because workers stayed home to slow the pandemic’s spread. The situation has
been further exacerbated by a lodged ship blocking the Suez Canal, China closing Shenzhen
and Ningbo ports after new COVID cases. Cheap and reliable sea transport has long been a
foundational part of international trade, allowing manufacturers to shift production far and wide
in search of low-wage labor and cheap materials. But the price of moving goods to the United
States from Asia is up as much as tenfold since the beginning of the pandemic. Ordinarily, the
peak demand for trans-Pacific shipping begins in late summer and ends in the winter, after
holiday season products are stocked. But last winter, the peak season never ended, and now it
has merged with the rush for this holiday season — reinforcing the pressure on factories,
warehouses, ships, and trucks. #SCRM DNYUZ

→ Vietnam’s economy is emerging as the latest supply-chain casualty of the pandemic.
American companies that diversified their supplier bases outside of China to places like Vietnam
to avoid US tariffs are now battling to ship goods through local restrictions as Covid outbreaks
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spread across Southeast Asia. Of 53 countries in Bloomberg’s Covid Resilience Ranking, the
bottom five are all in Southeast Asia, with No. 50 Vietnam falling four spots from the previous
month. Those same five countries provide about 6% of global exports and supply crucial inputs
to the world’s top economies, including half of U.S. semiconductor imports. #SCRM #CHP
Bloomberg
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